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ladies and gentlemen welcome to ask the                                         
theologian on this Wednesday sorry a few                                        
minutes late there had just took a                                              
little technical difficulty those of you                                        
watching on Facebook it's on                                                    
facebook.com slash Randy white                                                  
ministries today instead of at slash                                            
pastor white or pastor Randy white I                                            
believe it is actually but we're all up                                         
and running right now and ready to take                                         
your biblical theological and worldview                                         
questions did you see Joel Osteen's                                             
Houston mega church cancels public                                              
service over coronavirus you can't make                                         
this stuff up this is the Joel Osteen                                           
who writes I declare talks about                                                
speaking health and power into your life                                        
and Joel Osteen's hiding under the bed                                          
today well here's what Joel Osteen has                                          
to say let's see I have found the favor                                         
of God I can do all things through                                              
Christ I'm blessed I'm strong I'm                                               
healthy but you all stay home because                                           
you might make me sick please don't come                                        
to church please please please that's                                           
idiocy going on in the world today                                              
speaking of idiots let's look at here we                                        
go the american vision gary damar is the                                        
pre-tribulation rapture found before the                                        
19th century                                                                    
now you remember of course gary damar is                                        
a post                                                                          
he's a post millennialist and obviously                                         
then does not believe in a                                                      
pre-tribulation rapture he is a printer                                         
estat is all of the prophecies of                                               
scripture have already been fulfilled                                           
except maybe the the second coming and                                          
that's debatable with gary damar he                                             
might align with the Jehovah's Witnesses                                        
who believe Jesus came in 1914 so he                                            
comes from that strain of thinking he                                           
just recently put out this blog post                                            
March 11th 2020 about the                                                       
pre-tribulation rapture                                                         
been corresponding he says with some                                            
dispensationalists on Facebook it wasn't                                        
me on the topic of the rapture there are                                        
several people who claim that                                                   
dispensationalism mostly the pre-trib                                           
rapture has some historical precedent                                           
before John Nelson Darby and then he                                            
spends his time talking about one quote                                         
or one section of quote from JR Church                                          
pre-trib rapture taught before the top                                          
by the early church and he goes into                                            
that along with quite a bit of                                                  



advertising and speaks about what JR                                            
Church says and comes to the conclusion                                         
that the pre-tribulation rapture was not                                        
taught before the 19th century he has                                           
not read that good selling book                                                 
dispensationalism before darby by                                               
William Watson a quite the scholar                                              
actually nor has he read published by                                           
dispensation of publishing ancient                                              
dispensational truth as a matter of fact                                        
I'm not sure he's read a book other than                                        
those that he is very interested in his                                         
own writing but chapter 6 of ancient                                            
dispensational truth God just you know                                          
first of all James Morris the author of                                         
this book he does a good job at writing                                         
of writing one of the things that I                                             
think is important let's go back to the                                         
question is there a pre-tribulational                                           
rapture found before the 19th century                                           
who really cares if your doctrinal basis                                        
is built upon whether or not you can                                            
find an old dusty book that contained                                           
your doctrine then you have a weak weak                                         
weak weak weak weak weak weak weak                                              
doctrine your doctrine Gary should come                                         
out of the pages of the scripture which                                         
I'm pretty sure was before the 19th                                             
century I wasn't alive then but pretty                                          
sure I read a book once and said the                                            
scriptures were written before the 19th                                         
century so this idea that some                                                  
theologian has to                                                               
give the stamp of approval on it that's                                         
a ridiculous idea from the beginning                                            
it's an idea that probably we shouldn't                                         
even argue with we shouldn't even go                                            
down this rabbit trail that he's sending                                        
us on because who cares if it was just                                          
discovered today before yesterday if the                                        
scripture validity is validities is that                                        
word there's no word validity he's                                              
saying yeah okay so if the scripture                                            
validity is it then I think it's                                                
validates yeah oh it's a word okay Cory                                         
saying this word so if you've got                                               
validity in the scripture that's all you                                        
need and now you say well no no no the                                          
Catholics have to agree I mean they have                                        
to because that's all the theologians at                                        
work there were the only ones writing in                                        
the Dark Ages that you have to agree oh                                         
please right no they don't have to agree                                        
go to the scripture Gary devar and look                                         
and see what the scripture says but if                                          
you say no no I gotta have somebody else                                        
that agrees well get this I'll send Gary                                        
tomorrow a free copy if you'd like a                                            
free copy but I don't know here's here's                                        
IRA næss ever heard him he certainly was                                        
before the 19th century and I Rene has                                          
held what we today probably would call a                                        



mid-trib rapture but that's certainly                                           
pre-trib and i Renea says and therefore                                         
when the end of the church shall be                                             
suddenly caught up from this it is said                                         
then there shall be tribulation such as                                         
has not been seen from the beginning                                            
that's irony yes or here's a fella named                                        
Victor Victor Victor eNOS Victor eNOS                                           
I'm not sure exactly the way you                                                
pronounce that and this is I believe                                            
fourth century maybe off a little bit on                                        
that and he goes in and let's see he                                            
says the church shall be taken away that                                        
is the good will be removed                                                     
and avoid the persecution here is pseudo                                        
Ephriam which is fifth seventh century                                          
it looks like he says for all the saints                                        
and elect of God are gathered prior to                                          
the tribulation that is to come and are                                         
taken to the Lord less they see the                                             
confusion that is to overwhelm the world                                        
because of our sins now one of the                                              
things that Gary damar will do and he                                           
does this with these junior church                                              
comments one of the things that he will                                         
do then in a case like this to say oh                                           
yeah but they were bad theologians they                                         
were bad theologians well your argument                                         
is the pre-tribulation rapture is not                                           
found before the 19th century that                                              
argument in itself is blatantly false                                           
it's very much found before the 19th                                            
century would they have been invited to                                         
teach classes through Randy white                                               
ministries org I doubt it I don't even                                          
know it's Souda way free more vic tryna                                         
soar i know some of what i Rene s                                               
teaches but that's not what you're                                              
arguing so you can't you can't say oh                                           
well what I meant to say just say what                                          
you mean to say and what Guerra de Mar                                          
means to say is that he hates the idea                                          
of the pre-tribulation rapture and he                                           
doesn't see it in the church and it                                             
comes from some assumptions that he has                                         
made ahead of time and he needs to make                                         
clear what those assumptions are and                                            
that is he's a preterist and he's a                                             
covenant theologian and therefore we are                                        
Israel and so if it says Israel it's                                            
actually talking about us God wasn't                                            
very good in his grammar and had those                                          
issues there so the problem is Gary                                             
Tamar just has bad assumptions I'll tell                                        
you what let's switch out here you don't                                        
need a reason to live you need an                                               
African violet but today we're going to                                         
question the assumptions how's that okay                                        
thanks for joining us today let's get                                           
right into your questions that you have                                         
looks like lots of questions coming in                                          
here today here's one from our friend                                           



Hannah up in Lakewood Colorado                                                  
says let's see I've been hearing people                                         
say that they believe that everything                                           
going on right now is the beginning of                                          
the tribulation I've also heard the                                             
other side that it is not that there has                                        
to be more before the tribulation begins                                        
I know that we don't know when Jesus                                            
will return nor can we predict it                                               
however I do know that we need to be                                            
aware of the changes happening around us                                        
so that we can keep our eyes fixed on                                           
him and know the truth and not fall into                                        
the lies I'm curious to know your take                                          
on it and if you think the world crisis                                         
lines up with biblical prophecies well I                                        
take a point of view that says that                                             
anything that is happening in the world                                         
today is at best only the undergirding                                          
for the future fulfillment of prophecy                                          
so I believe that we live in a                                                  
theological age in which God is not                                             
directly fulfilling prophecy it is a                                            
mystery age it came in mysteriously with                                        
the Apostle Paul and it is going to be                                          
removed mysteriously with the rapture of                                        
the church so this is my assumption and                                         
everyone should question that assumption                                        
but I'd love to journey with you as you                                         
questioned the assumption so here's the                                         
assumption that we live in this mystery                                         
age being a mystery it is not it is not                                         
prophesied there's you can go into the                                          
times prior to the revelation of this                                           
mystery and you won't find it it's not                                          
there it's a mystery Paul argues for                                            
this very strongly I think and very                                             
clearly so then that what is prophesied                                         
actually has to do with either side of                                          
this mystery age so it's either before                                          
the mystery age or after the mystery age                                        
so the things we have in the scripture                                          
that are prophecy in the book of                                                
Revelation is one of those has to do                                            
with the future after this mystery age                                          
so anything that we                                                             
today by the way before I go on there                                           
let me also say that the prophecies of                                          
Jesus were were spoken before this                                              
mystery age they were not prophecies                                            
about this mystery age they did not take                                        
into account this mystery age because it                                        
was not revealed and so the prophecies                                          
of Jesus go immediately from Jesus's day                                        
to the post mystery age and now we know                                         
that this gap of time has been placed in                                        
here so these prophecies of Jesus let's                                         
say in Matthew chapter 24 they are                                              
actually about after this mystery age is                                        
taken away now the closest you could get                                        
is that Jesus talks about how the the                                           
the fig tree will begin to bud and put                                          



forth its leaves prior to the                                                   
fulfillment of all the prophecies that                                          
he's taken that he takes that he speaks                                         
up could it be that in this mystery age                                         
the the fig tree can begin to bud so                                            
could weep today be having some buds                                            
that is later going to bear fruit could                                         
there be buds that say summer is near I                                         
don't I don't have a problem saying yes                                         
that which is really going to be                                                
prophecy afterwards or fulfilled                                                
prophecy afterwards could have roots                                            
into today                                                                      
for example we might talk about a                                               
one-world order a one-world government I                                        
wrote about this on my personal Facebook                                        
page that many of you perhaps read this                                         
morning or will read today unless you're                                        
smart enough style Facebook and smart                                           
enough to stay away from the news but if                                        
you do happen to read that basically my                                         
thoughts were we are quickly giving up                                          
even conservatives giving giving up all                                         
of our personal individual liberties and                                        
falling headlong into this trajectory                                           
towards a one-world government what we                                          
have today is as I mentioned on the                                             
Facebook post the grand a la the United                                         
Nations who has it's ugly fat baby                                              
called who the World Health Organization                                        
and all of the almighty states are                                              
bowing down and kissing that a big baby                                         
who and who is running the show who is                                          
telling our governments what to do and                                          
then of course that filters filters down                                        
until until Joel Osteen cancels his mega                                        
church over coronavirus concerns once                                           
again you just can't make those things                                          
up can you I mean it's on Fox News it                                           
must be true                                                                    
but as we as as we think of all this I                                          
think what we see today in this whole                                           
coronavirus thing is how quickly our                                            
society's plural would would gather from                                        
all corners of the world and get and                                            
march lockstep with one another and you                                         
know just just you know yes sir yes sir                                         
yes sir boots boots boots keep marching                                         
on the booth                                                                    
reminded me of a Kipling poem you should                                        
read that boots but so that at most is a                                        
bud now here's what might happen                                                
maybe so today we seem to be susceptible                                        
just like you the u.s. Society for a                                            
moment we seem to be susceptible to                                             
saying yes yes yes government yes you                                           
take care of me yes yes yes you tell me                                         
stay in my house yes yes yes you tell me                                        
not to go to work yes sir yes sir yes                                           
sir what would you say what would you                                           
have me to do now yes yes yes yes I will                                        
wash my hands mommy yes ma'am yes yes                                           



yes that seems to be where we're going                                          
today maybe today the day                                                       
after tomorrow we wake up from this                                             
drunken stupor and we say who are these                                         
people telling me what to do who are                                            
these people telling us we can't                                                
peaceably assemble even though that's in                                        
our constitution that we have the right                                         
to peaceably assemble the Constitution                                          
doesn't say we have the right to                                                
peaceably assemble as long as we don't                                          
do it with more than 250 people that is                                         
absolutely stomping over the                                                    
Constitution it's done by the right it's                                        
done by the left and all of the minions                                         
in the Sheep bag you know they just                                             
march in now I hope day after tomorrow                                          
maybe even not go for tomorrow I hope                                           
that American society wakes up and they                                         
take back their individual liberties and                                        
their state and local control and they                                          
they and and the the president and all                                          
the Congress and whatnot they quit                                              
kissing that ugly fat baby called who                                           
and bowing down to the grand aaalac of                                          
the United Nations and they turned from                                         
all this stupidity and we start to you                                          
know of defending the Constitution again                                        
I hope that happens so if that does it                                          
turns out guess what this is not the                                            
blooming the budding out of the tree it                                         
was just a bad nightmare and so is so                                           
hard to tell right now so on                                                    
Hannah's question you know she says I I                                         
heard some say it's the beginning of the                                        
end                                                                             
I heard others say no there's more that                                         
has to happen I would say this is not                                           
the tribulation of course I do believe                                          
in a pre-tribulation rapture this is not                                        
the tribulation could these things                                              
filter into the tribulation absolutely                                          
so but I think that rather than trying                                          
to figure out the strains of what's                                             
going into the future                                                           
tribulation we ought to just work on                                            
getting our theology right so that we're                                        
not reading it theology out of the                                              
newspaper but rather reading it from                                            
these                                                                           
scriptures itself that'll keep us calm                                          
too by the way if our theology is                                               
actually coming from the scripture Thank                                        
You Hana pray that you are doing well                                           
today up in Lakewood Colorado let's go                                          
down to San Antonio Manuel has a                                                
question today over 2nd Thessalonians                                           
chapter 2 verse 3 and the question is                                           
about the falling away and II woods                                             
Manuel says and II would says that the                                          
falling away is a departure meaning the                                         
rapture or the snatching away do you                                            



hold the same view or interpretation 2nd                                        
Thessalonians 2:3 let no man deceive you                                        
by any means for that day shall not come                                        
except there come a falling away and dr.                                        
Woods does take the approach that the                                           
falling away is the rapture or I think                                          
actually in his little book happens to                                          
be one I don't have sitting right here                                          
but in his little book the falling away                                         
a second look at 2nd Thessalonians                                              
chapter 2 verse 3 I think in his book at                                        
least I go by memory that he says it's                                          
possible that it could be this                                                  
interpretation and I would assume                                               
probably because he wrote the book that                                         
he holds to that tribulation that that                                          
interpretation excuse me                                                        
now I think he's got a good point the                                           
word is a post ASIS and you see that                                            
right here in this pink in the middle of                                        
the page here the apostasia is the word                                         
a stasis it comes from a Poe and stasis                                         
stasis is to stand a Poe means to be                                            
removed to take away so to take away                                            
from standing so here is the cup it is                                          
standing now it's not standing right it                                         
has it has had an apple stayshia you say                                        
well that doesn't sound like falling                                            
away                                                                            
well falling away is actually an                                                
interpretation so you could say                                                 
it is standing and then you could say                                           
look it's not standing now either way                                           
it's not standing right see here it has                                         
fallen away or here it's been raptured                                          
and and grammatically both of them work                                         
not only would I say grammatically but                                          
also that's that's looking at kind of an                                        
etymology of the word the meaning of the                                        
word it can be a rapture or it can be                                           
you know to fall down from and therefore                                        
you're not standing so either way you                                           
know if I if I'm walking along today as                                         
I was this morning on some ice and I was                                        
walking very carefully because I didn't                                         
have the right shoes on for eyes and I                                          
thought there could be a NAPA station                                           
right here and I don't want that but it                                         
probably wouldn't be the rapture it                                             
would be that my feet slipped out from                                          
under me and I would not be standing                                            
there anymore                                                                   
that's an apostasia but at the same time                                        
I could have been raptured and I'm                                              
either way I'm not standing there so                                            
that the word just means they're no                                             
longer where they once were therefore it                                        
does require some interpretation there                                          
is the interpretation that's in the King                                        
James and that is falling away they're                                          
not standing where they once were or                                            
there is the interpretation that a                                              



number of historical theologians have                                           
given down through the years of hey this                                        
is a rapture so both of them do fit                                             
here's my position on it we ought to                                            
consider it both ways                                                           
we ought to let the Scriptures speak to                                         
these through the scripture and say what                                        
is it that comes before the day of                                              
Christ and the problem there is both                                            
both a falling away comes and a rapture                                         
comes so maybe Paul is actually speaking                                        
about both of these I would suppose he                                          
probably had one or the other in his                                            
mind I'm not sure that we know exactly                                          
what he had in his mind because he just                                         
said apple stasis and so probably the                                           
safest thing is for us to say both he                                           
had taught that there is going to be                                            
removal a snatching a catching away he                                          
also taught that in the last days there                                         
was going to be in what is it again                                             
second Timothy chapter no first Timothy                                         
chapter four the spirit speaketh                                                
expressly in latter times some shall                                            
depart from the faith and this word is                                          
related it's not exactly the same makeup                                        
but it is related to the apple histah by                                        
a fist a fist ami is the word here and                                          
so he uses that word there in a context                                         
in first Timothy chapter 4 in a context                                         
that is a falling away or an apostasy as                                        
we normally think about it so to answer                                         
your question man well I I think that we                                        
ought to consider it both ways and that                                         
both ways actually work on it I and I                                           
think dr. Woods has done a great job in                                         
get in questioning the assumptions here                                         
in giving us another option through that                                        
and so I very much do encourage all of                                          
you to get that little booklet the                                              
falling away by dr. Andy woods of course                                        
it happens to be published by                                                   
dispensational publishing house and you                                         
can get that today my Kevin Indiana in                                          
the age of grace what is the role of the                                        
Holy Spirit you know this is I seem like                                        
I say this way too often but that's a                                           
topic that ought to be studied more                                             
someone ought to ought to engage                                                
themselves in a real theological                                                
technical academic study of what does                                           
the scripture actually say the role of                                          
the Holy Spirit is in the age of grace                                          
now here's where I think                                                        
that's the crux of the matter is the                                            
Holy Ghost came down upon some at                                               
Pentecost is that coming of the Holy                                            
Ghost at Pentecost the same thing that                                          
happens to me obviously at Pentecost in                                         
my view anyway that was prior to the age                                        
of grace I don't take that as the                                               
beginning of the age of grace for the                                           



main reason that that was a fulfillment                                         
of prophecy and a fulfillment of                                                
prophecy can't be about that which was                                          
unprofitable filament of prophecy the                                           
giving of the Holy Ghost but that's not                                         
to say that God cannot continue to give                                         
the Holy Ghost in that same manner in                                           
this age of grace so is there then any                                          
sign that we have that you know                                                 
indwelling of the Holy Ghost as on the                                          
day of Pentecost now in the day of                                              
Pentecost they got manifestations of the                                        
Holy Ghost you read about it in first                                           
Corinthians which is a very Jewish book                                         
in first Corinthians there was a                                                
manifestation of the Holy Ghost for                                             
every man who had every person who had                                          
the Holy Ghost had a manifestation of                                           
the Holy Ghost that is they spoke in                                            
tongues or they received prophecy or                                            
they had a word of knowledge or the gift                                        
of signs or healings or miracles they                                           
were outward visible manifestations of                                          
men in the Bible the word manifestation                                         
is always visible so there was a a                                              
visible manifestation I repeat myself of                                        
the Holy Ghost okay why isn't there that                                        
today you could argue I typically argue                                         
from a cessationist point of view that                                          
it ended after that point but the                                               
indwelling of the Holy Spirit continued                                         
but you could argue that that kind of                                           
gift of the Holy Ghost was only for that                                        
Kingdom era gospel and that when that                                           
went away that's when these                                                     
manifestations go                                                               
and I do a assign the manifestations to                                         
that kingdom era so maybe you're better                                         
off saying the the role of the Holy                                             
Ghost is different I'm using some King                                          
James theology or terminology there and                                         
you might remember the King James only                                          
uses ghosts when they know for sure this                                        
is the third person of the Trinity so I                                         
like that that specificity that's given                                         
there so is the role of the Holy Ghost                                          
as it was at Pentecost and up through                                           
the church at Corinth the also the role                                         
of the third person of the Trinity in                                           
the age in which I live very clearly                                            
there are some things that are different                                        
in that I don't have these                                                      
manifestations of the Holy Ghost so what                                        
is the role of the Holy Ghost now I                                             
would say that let's see if we look at                                          
Ephesians chapter 1 I believe it's in                                           
verse 13 14 verse 13 he says in whom ye                                         
also trusted                                                                    
I take ye to be the ephesian church the                                         
believers not the Jewish believers with                                         
the Gentile body of Christ here in whom                                         
ye also trusted after that ye heard the                                         



word of truth the gospel of your                                                
salvation in whom he also believed ye                                           
were sealed with that holy spirit of                                            
promise notice the scripture does                                               
sometimes use the King James here does                                          
sometimes use Holy Spirit other times                                           
they used Holy Ghost why didn't they use                                        
Holy Ghost here because that they looked                                        
at it and said this could just be a Holy                                        
Spirit of promise not the Holy Ghost of                                         
God the third person of Trinity but the                                         
Holy Spirit of promise so if you really                                         
want to get technical here and if you're                                        
studying it as I said theologically and                                         
academically you just as well be                                                
technical I I don't know why there is                                           
within the church today kind of an                                              
allergy to technicality they would                                              
rather just be general and when you're                                          
just general somewhere along the way                                            
you're going                                                                    
generally wrong so here we got a                                                
question is the holy spirit of promise                                          
is this a spirit of promise and that                                            
spirit of promise happens to be holy or                                         
is this the third person of the Trinity                                         
the Holy Ghost that we are sealed with                                          
the Holy Ghost of promise now there's                                           
some people out there that will I feel                                          
it coming on now they're shooting me                                            
with the heretic gun that I would even                                          
question whether or not this is the                                             
third person of the Trinity but they're                                         
you know we don't have to be scared of                                          
questions and we don't have to be scared                                        
of the truth let's go ahead and ask the                                         
question                                                                        
grammatically can this be a spirit of                                           
promise a holy spirit of promise by                                             
which we are sealed could be we we don't                                        
take it that way there I don't know                                             
anybody who's written it that way maybe                                         
there is some but certainly you would                                           
have to agree that the translators of                                           
the King James said we're not                                                   
comfortable calling this Holy Ghost                                             
capital H capital S we'll put a holy                                            
capital S spirit of promise but we're                                           
not gonna go Holy Ghost okay                                                    
they said that so there is some                                                 
historical precedent for not going fully                                        
with Holy Ghost                                                                 
we'd have to determine what it is here                                          
so a sealed with the Holy Spirit of                                             
promise now let's assume this is the                                            
Holy Ghost                                                                      
so we're sealed with the Holy Ghost of                                          
promise in that case then there would be                                        
to answer your question what's the role                                         
of the Holy Spirit in the church today                                          
in the age of grace it would be to seal                                         
the believer                                                                    



we're sealed by the spirit this is we                                           
say it all the time and if all of our                                           
assumptions are correct then yeah we're                                         
correct in it now it's interesting that                                         
he goes on to say which is the earnest                                          
of our inheritance now you've got which                                         
here it is the personal                                                         
it's it's a nominative pronoun let me                                           
check that here yes okay so it is in the                                        
masculine so we probably you know                                               
they've used the word which here which                                          
which probably refers to spirit the                                             
spirit which is the earnest of our                                              
inheritance                                                                     
so again if we're taking it as the Holy                                         
Ghost we would say the Holy Ghost who is                                        
the earnest of our inheritance now I                                            
want you to notice there's a pronoun                                            
change here ye were sealed in the Holy                                          
Spirit which is the earnest of our                                              
inheritance I think that goes back to                                           
the Jewish people                                                               
so the sealing of the spirit of the                                             
church is the earnest for the                                                   
inheritance that is going to be given to                                        
the Jewish people so I think that if you                                        
studied it very meticulously like that                                          
you were just stubbornly meticulous you                                         
would determine that the role of the                                            
Holy Spirit is not fully displayed in                                           
this age of grace that there are going                                          
to be only a few things like this that                                          
you would look at and say definitively I                                        
can say that is the role of the Holy                                            
Spirit Charles Ryder II wrote a book                                            
where you sell it on the dispensational                                         
Publishing on the Holy Spirit III I                                             
haven't read the book I've read parts of                                        
it but it would be interesting to go                                            
back through I believe that's from the                                          
in 1980s it would be interesting to go                                          
back through that book and see if we                                            
could argue again if he if he took some                                         
kind of standard theological thinking                                           
and just put that in and carried a lot                                          
which was to Israel into the church                                             
today I suspect we would find a lot of                                          
that and that again if we want to really                                        
try to be careful in the way we're doing                                        
things                                                                          
we're gonna find out we don't know that                                         
much about the role of the Holy Spirit                                          
or the Holy Ghost in in what we've got                                          
today thanks for a great question Mike I                                        
appreciate that and let's go to a                                               
question that comes from Rick what are                                          
your thoughts on the Great Pyramid of                                           
Giza any biblical significance who built                                        
it what was its purpose etc I am our                                            
mutual friend Jerry Cook has asked me to                                        
do some work on this particular issue of                                        
the pyramids I'm a little slow at his                                           



request to get it done he has told me                                           
when I have it done he will invite me                                           
out to California to do it but I'm kind                                         
of scared of getting the coronavirus                                            
know I'll be out there some day and                                             
teach out that and put that together you                                        
know III let me just say that Clarence                                          
Larkin has done probably the best work                                          
that I'm aware of he he got his info                                            
from somewhere so I want to go behind                                           
Clarence Larkin when it comes to this                                           
Great Pyramid of Giza and the amazing                                           
things that are built into that period                                          
that excuse me that pyramid in the                                              
manner in which so many of the angles                                           
and the the the ratios and whatnot this                                         
was not built by buffoons                                                       
this was built by people who understood                                         
the curvature of the earth sorry for you                                        
flat earthers they understood the                                               
placement of the earth in the universe                                          
they understood exactly particular stars                                        
and planets and how all of this there's                                         
a lot of testimony in that once you sort                                        
of dig into that pyramid and begin to                                           
study all of what                                                               
is given there I'm not so sure that he                                          
is he's not wrong how's that for a weird                                        
statement I'm not sure he's not wrong                                           
I think he might be on to something                                             
certainly those of I'll say us because                                          
most of us in the audience have never                                           
really dug into that that much we would                                         
look at all that kind of stuff and say                                          
oh the pyramids they're so cool they                                            
were built a long time ago is there                                             
anything illogical absolutely not you                                           
know they're just ready Gyptians built                                          
them or maybe the Hebrew slaves building                                        
that's all that's all there is I just                                           
think there's way too much there to say                                         
that they were not built with not only a                                        
great D degree of purpose for their                                             
their specific local use right there                                            
whether that was a burial tomb or                                               
whatever it was but not even you have to                                        
go beyond that there's just too much                                            
there for a burial tomb and Larkin knew                                         
where to go to and look into it I                                               
suppose that bollinger knows this too he                                        
came from a roughly the same period as                                          
Larkin did Clarence Larkin and let me                                           
just say any biblical significance i I                                          
think I don't know if I would use the                                           
word biblical significance but I would                                          
say there's theological significance to                                         
them and to put then the argument of                                            
were they built pre-flood I actually                                            
will lean towards that the pyramids are                                         
pre-flood that would mean the pyramids                                          
are the only thing that we have on this                                         
world of the only human structure that                                          



we have on this world today that comes                                          
to us from before the flood and tells us                                        
a great deal about what was known before                                        
the flood and the civilizations that                                            
were before the flood and gives us some                                         
insight now there are going to be some                                          
assumptions there I don't think anybody                                         
is can go back that far in history and                                          
definitively say these were built by                                            
certain people at a certain date on                                             
certain time and this is what the                                               
we just don't have the records there                                            
that were for that you know there's no                                          
Instagram that you know shows no there                                          
they were the Hebrew slaves right I see                                         
I see Aaron right there there he was we                                         
don't have that kind of record so we                                            
have to fill in a lot of blanks and when                                        
you fill in a lot of blanks you can                                             
certainly make a lot of mistakes so                                             
every theology we get or insight into                                           
theology that we get from the Great                                             
Pyramid is going to be filled or fraught                                        
with potential problems                                                         
I wouldn't stake my life on that kind of                                        
doctrine but why not study it you know I                                        
what one of the things that I've just                                           
sort of been dogged about for a long                                            
long time is that I'm gonna live as long                                        
as I live and I so I just as well study                                         
something and learn something and                                               
experience something and I don't I I                                            
don't fully understand the approach that                                        
says you know now we can never figure                                           
that out so I'm not gonna even study it                                         
I think hey let's figure it out I've got                                        
a friend who is I don't know probably 75                                        
years old and he is studying calculus                                           
now he's studying calculus just because                                         
he wants to know how calculus works and                                         
he's discovered just some really some                                           
great insights theologically from                                               
studying calculus you remember                                                  
Pythagoras and all that I don't know if                                         
Pythagoras is calculus or not I have I'm                                        
not 75 yet but you know they all of                                             
those great early mathematicians were                                           
theologians first and math supported                                            
their theology I think that we kind of                                          
have a dumbed down society that says I                                          
don't need calculus so I'm not gonna                                            
study it I don't need to know about the                                         
pyramid so I'm not gonna study it well                                          
my my thought is I'm gonna live to be                                           
like 99 years old I just as well spend                                          
some time studying and since I study it                                         
and we have the Internet I spend some                                           
time teaching as well so I guess my                                             
answer is there any biblical                                                    
significance                                                                    
I wouldn't say biblical I would say                                             
some theological intrigue to it all I                                           



think that we're going to be able to                                            
gather enough information to say                                                
Clarence Larkin was right                                                       
they were pre-flood that gives us                                               
insight into pre-flood and a number of                                          
other things now I know that some argue                                         
no they couldn't be pre-flood one of the                                        
arguments is they're not pre-flood                                              
because they don't have any water damage                                        
I don't know if they have any water                                             
damage because I don't know what they                                           
look like before the flood I don't know                                         
what's washed away already and it could                                         
have been that they there's an outer                                            
layer that's completely gone so don't                                           
tell me they don't have any water damage                                        
again you don't you weren't there you                                           
don't know any more than I do and I say                                         
technically you could very much have                                            
some water damage that's there if if we                                         
knew ah so my friend over here is saying                                        
that there is speculation that there was                                        
a marble coating on them at one time and                                        
one of the things I say when I take                                             
people to Israel by the way you ought to                                        
go they need tourists and call me we'll                                         
set it up you rigged you everybody when                                         
you when we go to Israel and we see                                             
these ruins that are just you know stone                                        
walls I remind the people several times                                         
people did not live in houses that had                                          
stone walls their houses that they lived                                        
in houses that were plastered over I                                            
happen to live in a part of the country                                         
where we have not built a new building                                          
since 1609 and therefore I know about                                           
plastered walls the walls of our church                                         
are literally mud if they're mud bricks                                         
but you don't sit there and look at mud                                         
bricks now several hundred years from                                           
now when they come and look at our                                              
church and I say oh boy those old people                                        
back there and that you know the 20th                                           
century they had churches just a mud                                            
bricks no we didn't we had plaster on                                           
them and we paint                                                               
every now and then well that coating                                            
obviously goes away after a time and it                                         
was never meant to be the exterior                                              
whether it's stone wall or a cinderblock                                        
wall or mud brick wall or whatever it                                           
was they made the pyramids out of I                                             
think styrofoam thanks for your question                                        
there I appreciate that                                                         
let's see here lots of questions coming                                         
in today let's go to Brian in Alabama                                           
last night your Gospel of John series                                           
you said that Mary the mother of Jesus                                          
is never mentioned by name in the Gospel                                        
of John she's only referred to as the                                           
mother of Jesus or his mother could it                                          
be that John did this because Jesus made                                        



Mary the mother Jesus made Mary the                                             
mother of John at his crucifixion and                                           
John didn't want to refer to his mother                                         
by her name okay I hopefully you                                                
followed that through most of us do not                                         
refer to our mother by her name I don't                                         
call my mother Patti it would be awkward                                        
to do so and so if we presume that John                                         
is the author of the Gospel of John go                                          
back to session 1 or session 2 and I                                            
questioned that assumption and so I've                                          
just been talking about the gospel                                              
writer or the Gospel says or not                                                
attributing John as the author but a lot                                        
of other people do obviously so if we do                                        
a tribute John is the author and John                                           
was given Mary as as his his mother so                                          
he she's the I don't know it's a little                                         
awkward but she's the adopted mother and                                        
that was let's say 33 AD and let's go                                           
back to 2 then 70 80 90 so we've got                                            
what for                                                                        
50 years and I don't know how long she                                          
lived obviously she probably was                                                
deceased by the time that John is                                               
writing this but you know might be                                              
awkward to refer to her as patty so he                                          
just says his mother Jesus's mother I                                           
think it is a good speculation you know                                         
and the Brian again says could it be                                            
that John did this I think if John's the                                        
author yes it could be that this is why                                         
he did this it could also be that the                                           
name Mary and both of these could be                                            
true together by the way the name Mary                                          
was so common Miriam going back to the                                          
Hebrew days and of course Aaron Moses's                                         
sister Aaron's as well Miriam is such a                                         
popular name that it helps define who                                           
we're talking about if we'll just say                                           
his mother and bring it about that way                                          
so that one of the things that that is                                          
helpful with and will perhaps as we                                             
approach Easter here look at some of                                            
this John helps us discern who some of                                          
these ladies are at the tomb because                                            
John doesn't just say Mary he refers to                                         
the mother of Jesus and that helps                                              
narrow that down so maybe all of it is                                          
just in the in the inspiration of the                                           
Holy Spirit that we have that that is                                           
given there thanks Brian from Alabama I                                         
appreciate that a question from Scott in                                        
East Texas some theologians that is in                                          
quotes not mine but Scott some                                                  
theologians hold that the original                                              
language translated translated the world                                        
that could actually be translated as the                                        
land the some passages regarding events                                         
of the day of the Lord could be less                                            
than worldwide cataclysms is there                                              
anything to this well kind of the there                                         



is a word it is gay                                                             
gay in Greek means both land and world                                          
or earth as a matter of fact I think                                            
that I can show you this in Matthew                                             
chapter 5 let's see blessed are the meek                                        
for they shall inherit the earth                                                
now if you look all the way at the                                              
bottom I'll flash it on and off right                                           
there a few times you notice that as                                            
Strong's Greek word number 10 at 93 and                                         
it is the word gay two letters and even                                         
here you see the earth or land now let's                                        
pull that up in the Bible and we're                                             
going to see then that is is going to                                           
highlight because I've got it pulled up                                         
here you are the salt of the earth so                                           
you're going to inherit the earth you                                           
are the salt of the earth till heaven                                           
and earth shall pass away now lets nor                                          
but don't swear by earth but let's let's                                        
look down here if we were to go                                                 
previously to let's say Matthew chapter                                         
4 verse 15 the land of Zebulun and the                                          
land of methylene notice Strong's Greek                                         
word number 10 93 it's the exact same                                           
word now in Greek and this is true in                                           
Hebrew as well in Greek it was perfectly                                        
acceptable to say the earth of Zebulun                                          
and the earth of naphthalene in English                                         
we don't say that we would say the land                                         
it's true that's their part of the earth                                        
they have been given that part of the                                           
earth I've got a little section of Earth                                        
that's mine too but you know again only                                         
in very unusual circumstances would we                                          
use the word that way so our English                                            
language is what dictates this problem                                          
if you will therefore in our English                                            
language we have                                                                
to take it contextually and so you look                                         
at for example Matthew 4:15 and you say                                         
is this talking about the entire Earth                                          
no it's talking about a particular                                              
section of the earth that belongs to                                            
Zebulon and we use the word land to talk                                        
about a particular section of the earth                                         
so when you come to events regarding the                                        
day of the Lord you would have to look                                          
at it and and it's it's worthy of                                               
questioning those assumptions on it                                             
and looking at it and saying okay are                                           
there some of these matters in the                                              
tribulation that when we look at we we                                          
can contextually find that's okay it is                                         
a it is it is localized let me just                                             
choose one from random I don't know                                             
let's go to Revelation chapter 7 verse 1                                        
there's a number of times after these                                           
things I saw four angels standing on the                                        
four corners of the land you know up in                                         
the northeast section of the of the                                             
acreage that doesn't work holding the                                           



four winds of the land now that's got to                                        
be the whole thing the wind this should                                         
not blow on the land now nor the sea                                            
okay there it is land and sea but it's                                          
really talking about the whole thing                                            
and so then we've got this angel that                                           
comes with the seal of the Living God                                           
and - and he speaks about four angels to                                        
whom it was given to hurt the earth and                                         
the sea now it would be very hard                                               
contextually to say to hurt a certain                                           
segment of land and all of the sea hurt                                         
not that certain section of land neither                                        
all of the sea nor hurt the trees till                                          
we have sealed so context again I think                                         
just leads us into there I'm just gonna                                         
choose randomly let's                                                           
jump down farther along in chapter 11                                           
verse 18 the small and grade that thou                                          
should us destroy them which destroy the                                        
particular acreage in view well is there                                        
anything to give you in this context                                            
particular acreage that's in view so                                            
that in English we would use the word                                           
land I don't think you've got much to go                                        
on I think that you let the context                                             
determine are we talking about a                                                
particular section of the earth or are                                          
we talking about the entire entirety of                                         
the earth and I think if you follow it                                          
tie take you a thread and tie all those                                         
Earth's together or lands the word gay                                          
tie it all together in the book of                                              
Revelation and you're gonna see the only                                        
context that's allowed really comes to                                          
be that the the the world here Ison                                             
notice Revelation chapter 13 verse 3 his                                        
deadly wound was healed and all the                                             
world wondered after the Beast                                                  
it's the same word gay there but again                                          
in English contextually we we might say                                         
all the earth wondered but we're we're                                          
talking about all the world that would                                          
be more grammatically the way we would                                          
speak so it's a it's a it's an                                                  
interpretation based upon our English                                           
grammar to bring that about thanks God I                                        
appreciate that I do think let me before                                        
I move away from that some like probably                                        
a Gary Tamar will try to take that word                                         
and twist it to make it localized but                                           
the good thing that we've got here is if                                        
you look over here on the left side of                                          
your screen                                                                     
we got 252 times that the word is used                                          
so we don't have to go by Gary tomorrow                                         
whoever is trying to promote this idea                                          
we have 252 times that we can look and                                          
say I think after using this 252 times                                          
I'm gonna be able to figure out what is                                         
what is talking about and I think that                                          
we would probably have to say to gary                                           



tomorrow or whoever else out there is                                           
probably trying to localize this                                                
because that's what Gary Tamar needs                                            
he's a he's remember a preterist                                                
and so he's saying that all that book of                                        
Revelation is actually about the                                                
destruction of Jerusalem so it can't be                                         
worldwide for Gary Tamar it has to be                                           
localized so what do you do you take                                            
this grammatical exercise and and say                                           
what you know look it means it means it                                         
means and and he's right it can mean                                            
that but I'm gonna take let's take a                                            
look here at the Strong's Concordance                                           
and let's just bring up Strong's and                                            
we'll have the account here so it's                                             
earth a hundred and eighty eight times                                          
and land 4 times and ground 18 times in                                         
country and world and whatnot so 188                                            
verses 42 can it mean land yes it can                                           
what is the default position is earth so                                        
I have to take and have some real                                               
textual proof not Gary damar proof                                              
because that's not worth a warm bucket                                          
of spit but I gotta have textual proof                                          
to say we're going away from the the                                            
default translation of the word if                                              
there's textual proof in there then I'll                                        
go for it but it looks to me like all                                           
the preterists who would take this                                              
argument what they're doing is I'm using                                        
the illustration several days so we need                                        
to bring it up there buttering up that                                          
pig I mean get all the lard you can put                                         
it all over that little thing and                                               
eventually you'll get it - I got it                                             
through oh man almost didn't have enough                                        
butter foot on get the pig through right                                        
that's what they do                                                             
well I am always a little scared of when                                        
you got to butter it up that much I                                             
appreciate your question allowed me use                                         
my buttered pig illustration it's always                                        
so fun all the way home                                                         
let's see I got lots of questions today                                         
it's Thursday yeah you know they're                                             
supposed to be a load day what do you                                           
think it's Monday or what let's go to                                           
Michael's square                                                                
is it safe to say that Paul is only                                             
talking to Jews in Colossians 69 because                                        
he refers to the kingdom of God yes I                                           
mean ready yet I don't think the kingdom                                        
of God relates to the body of Christ                                            
I think the kingdom of God relates to                                           
the Jewish people that it is their                                              
promise for the kingdom of God so that                                          
would be my default and then I would                                            
with that assumption it's okay to go to                                         
the scripture with assumptions just                                             
question them my assumption is if it's                                          
talking about the kingdom it is talking                                         



to the Jewish people because it's their                                         
kingdom it's not my kingdom there is I'm                                        
not inheriting any kind of Kingdom so                                           
Colossians chapter 6 verse 9 masters                                            
give to your servants that which is just                                        
and equal knowing that you also got the                                         
wrong place sorry                                                               
Colossians chapter 6 verse 9 excuse me                                          
most must be something else because                                             
there's not a Colossians 6 9 but                                                
somewhere there is what may be a first                                          
Corinthians 6:9 let's see if that yeah                                          
that's probably what you're guessing is                                         
first Corinthians 6:9 know ye not that                                          
the unrighteous shall not inherit the                                           
kingdom of God be not deceived neither                                          
fornicators and it goes on to give a                                            
list there so that is talking about the                                         
physical future fraternal Kingdom who                                           
gets into that Kingdom I would put that                                         
Grilli in the same light as let's say                                           
Psalm 15 in the Old Testament who shall                                         
abide invite Tabernacle who shall dwell                                         
in thy Holy Hill we could put those                                             
together as who's gonna make it into the                                        
kingdom and then much like 1st                                                  
Corinthians chapter 6 verse 9 and                                               
following he it gives us here it's in                                           
the positive sense he that walketh                                              
uprightly worketh righteousness speaketh                                        
the truth in his heart now you know                                             
notice                                                                          
that's not by grace through faith you                                           
know not of works lest anyone should                                            
boast that's works right there yeah he                                          
that worketh righteousness and we don't                                         
have a problem with it being works                                              
because that's in the dispensation of                                           
the law and related to the kingdom but I                                        
think we don't always rightly divide                                            
Paul's writings to see that sometimes he                                        
is writing to those who are going to                                            
inherit the kingdom and he's talking to                                         
them about how to get into the kingdom                                          
those people were in his audience so he                                         
needed to speak to those people and I                                           
think that's exactly what he does there                                         
and in 1st Corinthians I have argued a                                          
number of times before that first                                               
Corinthians is a very Jewish book if you                                        
go to our website by the way and look                                           
this is the beta version by the way at                                          
Randy white ministries.com org looks                                            
just a little bit different but at calm                                         
you've got there's our current broadcast                                        
going and here's all of our chats and                                           
questions that are coming in right there                                        
of course you can pop that out and keep                                         
that in a second and oh this is gonna be                                        
a fun question that Jamie brings about                                          
about podcast I'll get to that in a                                             
moment but what I was going to say is if                                        



you go down and find first Corinthians                                          
down in here somewhere                                                          
you will there it is and click on that                                          
and then you can go down to session 11 I                                        
remember this because I refer to it                                             
quite often and in session 11 there we                                          
have the outline that is given right                                            
there and you could pop out that outline                                        
and I'll bring that up a little bit                                             
here's a supplemental is the church at                                          
Corinth a primarily Jewish congregation                                         
in the age of grace all these scriptures                                        
I point out here's reason why I think he                                        
has a lot of Jew                                                                
which are in there and of course you                                            
could play the video and it would be all                                        
right there for you as my ball head                                             
itself teaches you that particular                                              
scripture and so I would encourage you                                          
to take a look at that thank you again                                          
Rick for Lucy who was that question I've                                        
forgotten that was uh Michael somebody                                          
asked that question whoever you are I                                           
think there's Michael Matthew it was a                                          
Michael there we go it was Michael uh                                           
and appreciate the question there okay                                          
we're over time here today but if you                                           
can stick with us we would appreciate it                                        
very much                                                                       
renee has a question I have a son that                                          
loves rare steak you raised him right                                           
but the question says but doesn't the                                           
New Testament read that we too are to                                           
avoid consuming animal blood and to                                             
drain meats he says that's Old Testament                                        
I say it still applies Thank You dr.                                            
Randy appreciate that Renee I'm gonna                                           
align with your son and here's why you                                          
do have in Acts chapter 15 which                                                
obviously is the New Testament in Acts                                          
chapter 15 verse 20 there the acts 15                                           
you may remember was Paul and his gospel                                        
verses Peter and his gospel that is                                             
simplified but nonetheless let's say the                                        
kingdom gospel of Peter the grace gospel                                        
of Paul Paul comes and says the Old                                             
Testament the law the Torah the Gentiles                                        
are not under that for individual                                               
salvation you don't need that we are                                            
going to live free from the law and                                             
Peter and James                                                                 
we're living under the law what are they                                        
going to do because these are gonna butt                                        
heads many many times because everywhere                                        
they go saying we are living outside of                                         
the law there are those living under the                                        
wall and Peter says we're trying to                                             
bring these people into belief in Jesus                                         
as Messiah and you're going to come with                                        
your belief of Jesus and they're going                                          
to just reject it all together because                                          
you reject Torah altogether and the                                             



people we're talking about accept Torah                                         
so what do they do interesting thing is                                         
that Peter and his group don't say huh                                          
you guys are wrong actually they say you                                        
guys are right but we're still trying to                                        
convince Israel that Jesus is the                                               
Messiah and you guys who are right and                                          
you do have freedoms you are hindering                                          
our work so verse 9 verse 20 of Acts 15                                         
we write unto them that they these                                              
Gentiles you see in the previous verse                                          
abstain from pollutions of idols from                                           
fornication from things strangled and                                           
from blood so what he says is this is at                                        
the surface out in the public this is                                           
going to immediately hinder our work                                            
could you have stained from these things                                        
and they say yes we're happy to abstain                                         
from these things that that is just a                                           
giving up of a personal liberty you're                                          
not telling us that we don't have that                                          
Liberty you're just asking us not to                                            
express that Liberty now Renee your son                                         
lives                                                                           
I don't know Albuquerque I'll presume                                           
Albuquerque and and he's not dealing                                            
with Peter and trying to those who are                                          
who are you know trying to convince the                                         
Jewish people that Jesus is Messiah                                             
that's not his circle there when he goes                                        
to the restaurant and orders a a rare                                           
steak so I agree with him that that is                                          
an Old Testament thing now                                                      
the truth is that if you buy a stake in                                         
the United States from a typical market                                         
I suppose the only difference would be                                          
is if you butcher it yourself would be                                          
the only way around this every butcher                                          
in the United States has basically                                              
Jewish methods of slaughtering their                                            
beef and so blood today it is drained                                           
and we we don't strangle our meat in                                            
some places the world they do and they                                          
strangle it and that kills the animal                                           
and the blood actually stays in there                                           
now today sorry I know it's lunchtime                                           
for some of you but today we just                                               
exclusively the Western Way of                                                  
slaughtering is basically the Jewish Way                                        
and the only difference between say I'm                                         
getting a little out of my area of                                              
expertise here but the only difference                                          
that would make a kosher beef rather                                            
than a non kosher beef would be the                                             
kitchen in which or the slaughtering                                            
house in which it is slaughtered and the                                        
oversight of a rabbi so they're done the                                        
same way and possibly if it's done for                                          
kosher they might drain it a little more                                        
than we do but yeah I mean you've seen                                          
the pictures you know have a hang there                                         
and they they drip dry and so I think                                           



that it is not an application that hangs                                        
today and by the way there are some of                                          
you out there who get well-done steaks                                          
we need to talk there you're still                                              
chewing that's right there's no need for                                        
this you're not going to get so you've                                          
never even met someone who has                                                  
coronavirus or who has gotten sick from                                         
beef not cooked well enough it's just a                                         
head thing going on get over it and                                             
you'll get to say well that has a lot of                                        
flavor to it                                                                    
I actually don't go rare I usually go                                           
medium-rare on mine unless it's a bad                                           
restaurant then I'll go rare                                                    
because bad restaurants always overcook                                         
and I preferred just to cook the steak                                          
myself out on the grill it's cheaper and                                        
it tastes better and I can get it just                                          
like I want ah uh so Cory was telling                                           
this that chabad.org which is our go-to                                         
site for figuring out what the Jews                                             
think about something says that                                                 
medium-rare you said medium-rare is                                             
kosher now they do have they do have                                            
regulations for how the meat has been                                           
slaughtered and whatnot as well okay                                            
Thank You Rene for a delicious question                                         
that comes through there okay let's see                                         
Tony has a question where do we draw the                                        
line between mysticism and not denying                                          
the supernatural for example is it                                              
mystical when a pastor said the Lord                                            
spoke to me in study and said to preach                                         
this I I think it is mystical I think we                                        
don't draw the line soon enough but                                             
granted I am as cold as a stainless                                             
steel sink I I have come to the point in                                        
my own life and ministry where I I set                                          
aside so much of the mystical maybe I'm                                         
Spock and I put aside too much of that                                          
but I don't want to be emotionally                                              
manipulated at all and I have many times                                        
before I came to this position many                                             
times I used you know things like this                                          
like I did you know the Lord just spoke                                         
to me and told me to preach this and I                                          
look at it now and now I would say I was                                        
in the study the other day I came across                                        
the scripture that I got an insight into                                        
it that I just can't wait to tell you                                           
and I think either way it if there's                                            
some truth in it it's gonna be a                                                
powerful sermon that this that the                                              
preacher is excited to say I think the                                          
reason we say the Lord spoke to me                                              
is because we've heard that that's in                                           
our environment that's just the way we                                          
said we we think we're supposed to say                                          
it whereas I think we it would be much                                          
better if we would learn that it really                                         
is accurate that I was studying and I                                           



planned to preach on this over here but                                         
I came across this and it is just so                                            
applicable and so fresh and so new that                                         
I'm not gonna let it wait another week                                          
or until we have time I'm setting aside                                         
what I was going to do and I am doing                                           
this now I think to put the blame on me                                         
and and for me to carry the load is much                                        
better than saying the Lord spoke to me                                         
if if yeah might I say if I didn't see                                          
his lips moving then I think the Lord                                           
speaks through his word and his word                                            
alone if the Lord does speak to the                                             
pastor in his study                                                             
then the Lord can give new revelation                                           
and in fact that would be new revelation                                        
the new revelation is you're supposed to                                        
preach this well I'm uncomfortable with                                         
opening the door up to this new                                                 
revelation Beth Moore does at all times                                         
she's not uncomfortable with it but I'm                                         
uncomfortable with it I'm even                                                  
uncomfortable saying you know the Lord                                          
called me I heard the Lord say go and                                           
preach I think the basis of Scripture is                                        
I sat in church                                                                 
I loved the scripture I loved the church                                        
I was very intrigued about the pastor's                                         
role and what he did                                                            
I was desirous to be able to have a                                             
pastor study and go in and study the                                            
word all week like he does I want to be                                         
a pastor that aligns with the scripture                                         
if any man desire the office of a bishop                                        
he desireth a good thing so it we almost                                        
today want to say why you can't desire                                          
to be a pastor God's got to mystically                                          
come and put this on you I think we                                             
picked up way too much Roman Catholic                                           
miss mysticism                                                                  
which has become Protestant mysticism                                           
which became evangelical mysticism even                                         
fundamentalist mysticism so where do we                                         
draw the line some again would accuse me                                        
of drawing the line at the wrong place                                          
but I draw the line at if it's not in                                           
the word then God didn't speak it so I                                          
it's not original to me but I would                                             
agree with that comments that says if                                           
you want to hear God speak read the                                             
Bible if you want to hear him speak                                             
audibly read it out loud that is the                                            
revelation that God has given to us in                                          
the totality of that I appreciate that                                          
question obviously a debatable question                                         
through that but I appreciate it there                                          
Greg says is the spirit downplayed in                                           
order that the focus of believers is on                                         
the father and son he's been going back                                         
to something we had earlier in the                                              
broadcast is the spirit in the age of                                           
grace downplayed in order that the focus                                        



of the believers is on the father and                                           
the son as we carry out that study of                                           
the Spirit that would be a good thing to                                        
see but certainly I think you would                                             
agree with me and this even relates to                                          
that question of the mysticism I had a                                          
moment ago I think you would agree with                                         
me that in Pauline writings the the son                                         
is actually the highlight you follow me                                         
I'll follow him he says and over and                                            
over and over and over again                                                    
Paul stops to talk about Jesus he can't                                         
even bring up Jesus without jumping into                                        
a word of praise and other things about                                         
Jesus so he is very focused on the                                              
second person of the Trinity who is our                                         
Savior there's not really in Pauline                                            
writings and I would say other than                                             
maybe a little part in the early                                                
chapters of Acts there is not a focus                                           
where the Spirit is the primary focus of                                        
our our Allegiance                                                              
and obviously we certainly would say                                            
there's this role of the spirits and                                            
believers today but I think especially                                          
our charismatic friends and our mystical                                        
friends they they they may be focused                                           
more on the spirit than the scripture                                           
actually spoke focuses on the spirit and                                        
let me give a related example a lot of                                          
preachers today focus on the family the                                         
reason they do this is because it builds                                        
the crowd and if I I notice by                                                  
experience I could send out you know                                            
30,000 postcards our County has about                                           
30,000 people in it I could send out                                            
30,000 postcards one for every man woman                                        
boy and girl a few cows and say I am                                            
going to be doing a study of the book of                                        
Revelation on Sunday morning come one                                           
come all four or five would come I could                                        
send out another postcard 30,000 I'm                                            
studying on how to have a great family                                          
how to be the man God wants you to be                                           
how to be the woman God wants you to be                                         
how to be the kid God wants you to be                                           
and we get 40 or 50 who had come you                                            
definitely can build an audience doing                                          
marriage and family stuff now here's the                                        
problem with it you said well that's                                            
great you should do it you should get                                           
those people in there the problem with                                          
it is the bite the entirety of the Bible                                        
has about two pages if you were to                                              
collect it all together has about two                                           
pages of direct teaching on the family                                          
therefore if I'm going to do say a                                              
six-week series on the family I'm gonna                                         
have to make most of it up I'm gonna                                            
have to do pop psychology or grandpa                                            
experience which is pretty good that'd                                          
be worth money but I'm not gonna be able                                        



to teach it out of the word I'm going to                                        
build a big crowd but they're not going                                         
to go away knowing good theology knowing                                        
the Word of God and as for me anyway I                                          
have taken the approach that being a                                            
good husband is not rocket science                                              
there are total pagans out there who are                                        
pretty decent dads and husbands and                                             
sometimes better than the Christian dads                                        
and husbands it's just it's just ABC                                            
there's a few principles about it you                                           
don't need a six-week series on it just                                         
go do what you already know to do if you                                        
if you want to have a good marriage                                             
listen to Willy's Roadhouse old country                                         
classic music you'll figure it out them                                         
and they got it on there about you know                                         
treat her like an angel it's an angel                                           
good morn and yeah it's out there it's                                          
simple everybody knows it so again go                                           
back to the question here I think we got                                        
to be careful not to make a focus where                                         
the scripture doesn't make a focus and                                          
so there there is a reason I don't know                                         
what it is but there are we there is a                                          
reason the Holy Spirit really is not the                                        
focus of Pauline writings okay friend                                           
Joel up in Grand Rapids what's your                                             
thought Jesus from the cross addressed                                          
his mother as woman John 1926 some say                                          
this is a term of compassion I wonder if                                        
it goes much deeper woman behold thy son                                        
I wonder if this phrase is a key to                                             
Jesus's declaration that he is the                                              
promised seed of the woman as given in                                          
Genesis 15 the promise was given for a                                          
redeemer and there on the cross he is                                           
making that redemption I hadn't thought                                         
of that before honestly                                                         
he'd say so but I think it's a very                                             
strong theological argument that you                                            
remember this is in the Gospel of John                                          
and the Gospel of John is all about                                             
proving that Jesus is this Promised One                                         
he's the fulfillment of genesis 3:15 and                                        
so to take that woman and to carry it                                           
over on the cross woman just highlights                                         
that even just last night we were                                               
studying John the second chapter and the                                        
marriage at Cana of Galilee and the                                             
first introduction we have of                                                   
Jesus to his mother in the Gospel of                                            
John he calls her woman and we talked                                           
about last night how that's not                                                 
necessarily a derogatory term as we                                             
would think of today but I think I think                                        
you bring up something that I failed to                                         
bring up even last night                                                        
that here the scripture does say genesis                                        
3:15 the seed of a woman and boom he                                            
looks and says woman this brings up a                                           
good point that is hard for any of us to                                        



fully bring about this why we kind of                                           
need each other that every single word                                          
is inspired verbal plenary inspiration                                          
so we ought to look at words like woman                                         
and say why didn't he say mother why                                            
didn't he say Mary why didn't he say you                                        
know no salutation and whatsoever there                                         
if all Scripture is inspired by God then                                        
the word woman is inspired by God there                                         
was a reason that that is recorded in                                           
the scripture that that's what he calls                                         
her now often and for the most part I                                           
overlooked that last night often we we                                          
don't study the Word of God that's                                              
slowly we just sort of rush over it and                                         
we'd say well that's an odd thing to say                                        
you shouldn't have said that                                                    
and move on and I think that there is                                           
profitability in all of these words and                                         
no grouping of words and one of the                                             
things that's helpful and I tend to do                                          
this more on theological concepts and                                           
doctrinal passages but one of the things                                        
this boss that that's helpful is to say                                         
he said this but what what else could he                                        
have said or what other word could he                                           
have said or what did he not say and                                            
especially on looking up words I'll                                             
often look up words going back you know                                         
that were the word earth for example I                                          
want to look up and say were there other                                        
words for Earth or land that he could                                           
used and if so why didn't he use those                                          
words and very much if you if if I had                                          
taken note of study and the said okay                                           
why didn't he say woman then that leads                                         
pretty quickly back to genesis 3:15 I                                           
think it's brilliant recognition there                                          
Thank You Joel for that and Bible                                               
doctrines to live by and here is Jamie                                          
that comes and I believe this is our                                            
last question of the day Jamie says so                                          
Randy if you have a two-hour drive that                                         
somewhere you mean to the next town if                                          
you have a two-hour drive somewhere what                                        
podcasts do you listen to you can guess                                         
what podcasts we listen why thank you                                           
I I guess I shouldn't be so arrogant and                                        
guessing what podcasts you listen to but                                        
well you know while we're talking about                                         
it you all do know what don't you that                                          
you can go to Randy white ministries I                                          
meant comm which again is the beta site                                         
that has the new stuff in it but you can                                        
just look down bingo right there it is                                          
podcasting and you can click on our                                             
podcast link and there's a little                                               
tutorial for those of you on iphone will                                        
get some of the others and you can                                              
podcast all those books of the Bible or                                         
you can podcast ask the theologian so                                           
you can always have it available tell it                                        



to download the last three sessions or                                          
whatever you want it to do and so much                                          
in there that you can podcast hope you                                          
will or just go to however you podcast                                          
maybe it's the Apple Store or the the                                           
Google store I don't know what it's                                             
called play google play or you can go to                                        
that and just look up our WM Randy white                                        
ministries that's a little advertisement                                        
but what do I listen to you know it's a                                         
it's a variety there are there is a                                             
political broadcast I guess you would                                           
say that I listen to fairly often and                                           
that is Michael Knowles k no.2                                                  
le s he's a young man who is a Catholic                                         
who carries out his Catholic theology is                                        
thirty minutes from being a                                                     
dispensationalist if I could ever have                                          
lunch with him he is very consistent in                                         
his Catholicism which I like because                                            
he's really thought it all through now                                          
if he was a dispensationalist he would                                          
cease being a Catholic and he would                                             
become a right divider because he's got                                         
the mind for being for rightly dividing                                         
the word of truth but he's a Catholic                                           
his Catholicism comes up almost every                                           
broadcast I like to hear how this                                               
Catholic thinks he's a conservative and                                         
he's a millennial so you put all that                                           
together it's a it's an interesting and                                         
entertaining podcast that he's got                                              
several days a week he's in the same                                            
group with Ben Shapiro and I don't know                                         
a number of the other Catholic Michael                                          
Mike guy with a beard anyway there's                                            
some others in there and I listen to                                            
them sometimes but Michael knows I tend                                         
to listen to and find interesting I                                             
don't always listen                                                             
but he's fairly interesting there's                                             
lately I have been listening to a set of                                        
podcasts a series of podcasts called the                                        
Cold War what we knew and a guy is                                              
giving a history of the Cold War                                                
he basically like most of us my j'en up                                         
lived through the Cold War and he talks                                         
about he had another one called mmm                                             
Apollo the Apollo program or something                                          
what we knew very that was only four                                            
sessions very interesting and so as you                                         
note I give myself away I don't often                                           
listen to preaching or teaching podcasts                                        
sometimes if someone has sent me a a                                            
sermon or something I'll download that                                          
and listen to it so I can think on that                                         
just a little bit                                                               
and sometimes I'll listen to Willie's                                           
Roadhouse and get classic country music                                         
if I'm sick and tired of the world and I                                        
need my focus on something else I'll                                            
listen to to those and often I'll have                                          



to admit I might go a good bit of the                                           
two-hour drive with nothing I'm not                                             
scared of silence I kind of like it                                             
maybe it's because I talk so much that                                          
there's always noise and and New Mexico                                         
is so beautiful that you don't want                                             
disruptions you want to be able to look                                         
and say look at the snow on those                                               
majestic mountains and look over there                                          
there's there's there's a rock that                                             
looks like a camel my goodness and all                                          
the beautiful the desert and the scenery                                        
and all that kind of stuff plus the                                             
drunk drivers you want to keep your eyes                                        
open when you drive in New Mexico and so                                        
that's my driving habits thank you okay                                         
I think we are all good to go on a                                              
broadcast day that we went well over                                            
time but let me just say a couple of                                            
things as I go CI Scofield the life of                                          
CI Scofield great little biography not                                          
autobiography biography available six                                           
dollars and fifty cents if you use                                              
coupon code Wednesday it's only today                                           
and tomorrow it'll go away so                                                   
dispensation of publishing calm the life                                        
of CI Scofield catch that and get it and                                        
tonight 7:00 p.m. we'll be in the book                                          
of Galatians giving an overview of the                                          
book of Galatians good stuff tonight 7                                          
o'clock p.m. right here from Taos New                                           
Mexico to across America around the                                             
world and wherever you are will be                                              
teaching galatians tonight i look                                               
forward to that question the assumptions                                        
and you don't need a reason to live you                                         
need an african violet you can buy a                                            
couple of mugs dispensation of                                                  
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


